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Abstract

This thesis presents an analysis of the general structure of the Clifford alge-

bra while seehing to understand the geometrical content of an arbitrary Clifford

element.

By extending the Lie algebra to the entire algebra using the anticommuta-

tor, the properties of any Clifford algebra may be concisely summarized in four

identities. This formulation may be used to analyse the general structure of

Clifford algebra but it is found that the symmetry properties are not consistent

with the geometrical content. The extension of the graded Lie algebra to tl'Le

entire algebra generates a geometrical algebra which simplifies the analysis of the

structure of Clifford algebra. This produces a direct proof of the fundamental

theorem which relates the Clifford and Grassmann algebras via the Pfaffian.

Using the Pfaffian an operator on the tensor algebra is defined to generate

the explicit coset structure of the Clifford cluotient of the tensor algebra. The

associativity propelty of this tensor representation of Clifford algebra leads to a

Pfaffan expansion analogous to the Laplace expansion of a determinant. Further,

the explicit statement of the algebra norm provides a proof for the Hada rnard

theorem.
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1. Introduction.

Although the Clifford algebra is well represented in the mathematics literature, it is widely

dispersed and, by no means complete. This thesis is an attempt to remedy a deficiency in

the literature by analysing the algebra in a systematic way using the ordinary and graded

commutators and anti-commutators. The approach followed summarises the properties of

the algebra in a concise form and this is the basis upon which a detailed analysis of the

structure of Clifford algebra is presented.

The usual approach to analysing the structure is via the Lie algebra of the Clifford

algebra, which corresponds to the commutator algebra since we are dealing with an as-

sociative algebra. It is well known that this is the Lie algebra of the cor'respo",lín1

dimension orthogonal grollp ,. The remaining structure of the Clifford algebra is given by

the anti-commutator bracket, which, together with the commutator bracket, presents the

entire structure in four useful identities which are given in $2. Applying these identities

to vectors in three dimensions reproduces the Gibb's vector identities thus presenting us

with an elegant proof of the later.

The structure of arbitrary Clifford elements can be analysed using what has been

called the multivector formalism. Basically, this approach builds up any member of the

algebra from the sum of products of Clifford vectors, as is done using the Feynman slash no-

tation for the Dirac algebra, a well known Clifford algebra. The structure of a multivector

can be analysed by repeated application of the commutator and anti-commutator brackets.

Such analysis is not performed on arbitrary Clifford elements simply because the bracket

products do not express the geometrical content of the multivector in a consistent fashion.

To progress we must abandon the ordinary brackets and look at the generalized bracl<ets.

The generalized or graded commutator for an associative algebra deflnes the graded Lie

algebra or in the case of Clifford algebra the semi-graded Lie algebra. Introducing the
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$aded anti-commutator again gives a complete decomposition of the Clifford product and

we will see in $3 that these products are consistent in the geometrical operations that the

products represent.

This geometrical approach does not alter the inductive analysis referred to above, it

only clarifles our perception of the operations. The study of multivectors without using

induction techniques becomes feasible, up to a point, due to this geometrical insight. It

also becomes obvious that the Pfaffian is the required object to represent the structure

of the multivector algebra. This is contained in the fundamental theorem connecting the

Grassmann and Clifford algebras and is proved in $4 using the generalized bracl<ets. The

ordinary bracl<ets are confined to $2 but could aJso be used to expose the Pfaffian structure

with only conceptual differences.

The Clifford algebra has not been as popular as the exterior algebra in the mathe-

matical literature and yet it is an ideal formalism for geometric operations. The Pfaffian

also has been overshadowed by the determinant and indeed was originally perceived as a

special determinant. In fact this situation can be reversed with the determinant being a

special case of the Pfaffian and so arguments as to which one is more fundamental are

futile.

The properties of the Pfaffian a e presented in an chronological sulvey of determi-

nants by T. Muir [1]. It is characterized as being the square root of an antisymmetric

determinant. [2] The connection between the Grassmann and Clifford algebras has been

studied using an orthonormal basis by C. Chevaley [3] and P. RaÉevskií[a]. More generally,

the fundamental theorem giving the Pfafflan as the functional relation between the two

algebras was stated by E, R. Caianieilo [5'6].

The connection between the Grassmann algebra and the determinant is a fundamen-

tal result of the theory of exterior forms. It is an elementary but powerful theorern since
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it exposes the properties of the determinant from properties of the Grassmann product.

The Pfaffian p1ays, in Clifford algebra, a rôle analogous to the determinant in Grassmann

algebra. The properties of the algebra corresponds to related properties of the mathernat-

ical object used to define it but this object is more complicated than in the analogous

Grassmann case. This extra complication is caused by the semi-gradation of the algebra

and is studied in $6 which deals with the associativity property. In the Grassmann algebra

this property leads to the Laplace expansion of a determinant and in the Clifford case it

leads to many Pfaffian expansions.

An introduction to the tensor and exterior algebras in $5 supplies the necessary math-

ematics to define the Clifford cosets in the tensor space. Analogous to the exterior algebra,

in $6 we construct a generator or algebra morphism that maps the tensor algebra to the

Clifford algebra. This generator has been antic,ipated by the fundamental theorern which

provides the necessary uniqueness condition. It is then a straight forward problem to anal-

yse the associativity of the Clifford algebra and find a single Pfaffian expansion analogous

to the Laplace expansion of a determinant in terms of complementary minors.

The proof of the Pfaffan expansion from the associativity property of Cliffor.d algebra

would be considered to be the modern approach when compared to the Laplace expansion.

The original proof, via a combinatoria,l argument comparable to the historical method of

proving the Laplace expansion, is presented in $7. This allows for a complete analysis

of the structure of the Clifford algebra and is the reverse of the previous section since it

proves associativity for the Clifford algebra based upon the Pfaffian expansion. This was

the original proof of the connection of Pfaffians to Clifford algebra ancl is presentecl for

completeness.
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2. Properties of the Clifford Algebra.

The presentation of the Clifford. algebra given here is taken from P.RaÉevskiÏla] since

this approach reveals the exterior subspace and introduces the concept of a versor most

directly. Following this, the ordinary bracket products are used to analyse the algebra and

to reproduce many of .the properties of Clifford algebra in a concise form.

The Clifford algebra here will be assumed to be finite and related to a positive definite

quadratic form so that we use a vector space of dimension n, denoted by FÙ", along with

the standard metric. Following the notation of I. Porteous [z] the universal Clifford algebra

ovet R' is denoted by a lowered script, Rr,. The basis of R', €1 , ...¡en¡ is identified as

the basis of the vector subspace of R,, denoted bV RÍl) and the cluadratic form of R,, is

defined by a symmetric, biJinear mapping on R??, (, ), called the interior product. The

scalar subspace is taken to be the real numberr, Rfro) : R. In the following we denote the

Clifford product by the absence of a product symbol and an arbitary element of R,, by

capitals. Lower case letters denote scaJ.ars and bold face letters are the vectors of RÍl).

The following are properties of Clifford algebra, given by Ra5evskii:

(A+ B)C : AC + BC

C(A+ B) : Ct+ CB

(AB)C = A(BC)

aB:Ba

aa: (a,a)

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.aa)

Property (2.aa) will be called the contraction property and it is this property which char-

acterises the Clifford algebra. Introducing the metric tensor, ("¿,"¡) - g;¡ then (e¿ +e¡)2

in (2.4a) gives the Jordan relation[8],

e¿e¡ * e¡e¿:2!¿¡. (2.4b)
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This relation contains the fundamental, geometric property that orthogonal vectors anti-

commute, since g¿¡ : 0 for i I j with an orthogonal basis. This property may be used

inductively to generate the basis of the entire algebra, called the polyvector basis.

A simple polyvector is deflned by P.Ra5evskií as complete anti-symmetrization of vec-

tors under the Clifford product. Using the alternation operator A1t then a basis polyvector

is denoted by

e1i.1,i2,...,i,1= Alt{e¿re iz...ei, = å t o(r)e¿*rlior...êin, (2.5a)
îeSr

where ^f is the set of permutations of 1,2r. , ,rr.

There are Ci : (i) basis polyvectors of tensor degree r and these form a basis of

the subspa.u RII). Members of this space are called polyectors of valence r. Since there

are no polyvectors having valence greater than zr then R,, contains 2' basis polyvectors.

Thus we may view the Clifford algebra as an aggregate of vector spaces, R", 3 Ol=o RCl,

and denote elements of the polyvector subspaces by suffixing the bracketed vaLence of the

polyvector.

Hence the grading over the polyvector basis of R' is denoted by

4 = A@) * A(t) + ...+ A{"), where ¿(r) 6 R,(r)

and any polyvector part may be expanded on the polyvector basis as

¡(r) - t oitiz...i,"r.r,iz,,..,i.l, clir,ir,...,¿, €R
it1iz1...1i,

The scalar part is taken to be simply A@) = o, e. R. Also we denote the semi-graded ele-

ments by /(+) € R[+) where RL+) denotes the subalgebra of R,, consisting of polyvectors

of even valence and R[-) is the subspace of odd valence polyvectors.

The construction of the basis polyvector (2.5a) produces a Grassmann form in the

tensor algebra. For Clifford forms we need to consider basis elements that are graded in the
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tensor representation due to the contraction property. For this purpose we define the versor

of degree r or r-versor to consist of the Clifford product of r vectorsr â1, àz¡...,a* a¿ €

R[]). th"re may have many diferent valence polyvector parts given, in general, by the

22 graded element

A:at¿'z...âr= ¡@)¡¡(r-2)+..+/(rmod2). (2.6)

Versors consisting of only single valence polyvectors , A : ¿Q), are completely anti-

symmetric and will be ca,lled exterior. The versors form a basis for the algebra and are

proportional to their own inverse which identifles the dual polyvector and versor bases.

In the literature a versor is also called a simple multivector and the term multivector is

used to denote a linear combination of versors. Although the versor is multi-linear the

multivector is not but the prefix "multi" here has the same sense as in t'mu1ti-nomialtt.

Hence the term degree for the versor refers to the multi-nomial degree.

The final property of Clifford algebra, given by Raóevskii lal , is simply the statement

that the polyvector basis is isomorphic to the basis of the Grassmann or exterior algebra:

Alt a1a2 . ..ãr : t loi',o'r',...,all "¡0r,0r,...,0.1
(2.5b)

Xt X2 'l,r

where loî',o'f ,...,a'fl is tne determinant of thematrixof compone"tr llri ll ,r: I,...,h,

of the arbitrary rank one tensots a,¿, i : 1r2,. .. , r. This is the exterior component , A?) ,

of the multivector (2.6). To find the structure of Clifford algebra we must construct the

remaining polyvector components of the versor (2.6) in terms of functions of the vectors

ãt¡a.2¡...,âr, C.Chevalley[3] and Ra$evskii[a] both give an algorithm to produce this

structure given the components of the vectors ãL¡ã2r...:âr oveï an orthonorrnal basis.

What we wish to arrive at is an explicit statement of the versot expansion of (2.6) which

is independent of a basis.
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Property (2.a) is the invariant of the orthogonal grorlp and specifles the contraction

of vectors in the Clifford algebra. This is easily generalized to the metric being indefinite

by defining the real, universal Clifford algebra Ro,n to be generated by p vectors and g

"imaginary" vectors that span R,P'ø, thus giving the pseudo-orthogonal grollp invariant

in (2.ab). The notation used here is taken from Porteous[7] from whom we observe the

isomorphisms Rs ! R, R1 = 
2R o ROR, Ro,r 3 C, Ro,z ry II where H is the quaternion

algebra and R2,¡ * R(2), the 2 x 2 matrix algebra. Any Clifford algebra is isomorphic to

direct products of these algebras.

Having defined the main elements of the algebra, tì.e versor and the polyvector, we

now move on to the Lie algebra which is extended to the entire Clifford algebra through

the use of the anti-commutator product.

The commutator and anti-commutator products will be denoted by scluare brackets

and braces respectively. Since the Clifford algebra is associative, the commutator algebra

is a Lie algebra satisfying the distributive property and the following derivation:

lA,BrBz .., B,)= i BtBz ...8¡-tlA,BjlBj+t.. . 8,.
j=l

For r : 2, this may be polarized into the Jacobi identity and an identical relation for

the anti-commutator;

[A,\B,C]) : llA,Bl,Cl + lB,lA,C)1. (2.7a)

IA,{B,C}l : {lA,Bl,C} + {B,lA,Cl}. (2.8a)

Alternative expansions for both of these bracket relations may be proved by expansion:

lA,lB ,Cll ={{A,B},C} - {B ,{A,C}}, (2.7b)

IA,{B ,C}l =l{A,B},Cl - Í8,{A,C}1. (2.8b)

These are the required four identities that express a,11 relations Jretrveen the trvo brackets.
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These relations can be used to decompose any Clifford element using the multivector

formalism. That is, an arbitrary Ctifford element is equivalent to a sum of veïsors and each

versot can be expanded via polarization of each vector product. For example, applying

the identities above to vectors reproduces the Gibb's vector identities in a more general

form that applies to an arbitrary dimension space. Substituting vectors in the identities

(2.7) and (2.8a) and using (2.3) gives

[a,[b,c]l :[[a,b],cl * [b,[a,c]l

:{a,b}c - {a,c}b, (2.9)

{a,[b,c]] ={[a,b],c]. (2.10)

The usual Gibb's identities are attained by restricting ourselves to R3 and defining the

dot and cross products:

a.b =|{",0}, (2.11)

ax b =j"¡r,r,r¡ [",bJ. (2.12)

where e¡s,z,r¡ , the basis polyvector of valence 3 or volume form, belongs to the centre of

R3.

Substituting these definitions, the above identities translate to the Gibb's identities:

a x (b x c) = (ax b) x c+b x (a x c)

(a.c)b - (a.b)c, (2.IJ)

a.(b x c) = (a x b).c. (2.I4)

Since the volume element or pseudo scalaris "imaginary" (e¡s,z,r¡), = -7, then the centre

of R3 is isomorphic to the complex numbers C. I{ence we have RB = C S R[+) where the

even subalgebra R5*) it isomorphic to R2 or R(2). So R3 is represented. in the matrix

algebra by the Pauli algebra and thus the results given here simply formalize well known

relationships.
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The importance of the previous derivation of the usual vector identities lies in the

fact that it is basis independent. We have only used the symmetry properties of Clifford

algebra and a definition of the volume form. It is interesting to note that the axial vector

(2.12) cannot be deflned without some knowledge of a basis of R3. Thus in order to be

able to interpret the geometrical content of the Gibb's identities, we have placed ourselves

in the double bind of being restricted to three dimensions and having basis dependent

identities.

The Clifford algebraic approach to escape this bind is simply to interpret the polyvec-

tors as geometric objects. The bivector, denoted using the wedge product of two vectors,

a n u :| [",bJ, (2.15)

represents the planar subspace containing the two vectors, unless they are co-linear. At

this stage it is not easy to see that the bivectors are generators of rotations but it is easy

to verify, using (2.7a), (2.9) and (z.tt), that the Lie algebra of the sub-algebra, Rf), i.

the Lie algebra of the orthogonal group:

[a A b,c A d] = ][",[0," A d]l - ][u,["," n dJJ

= 2(b.c)aAd - 2(b.d)aAc- 2(a.c)bnd12(a.d)bA c. (2.16)

Thus RÍi) = o(n;R,), the orthogonai Lie algebra [s,101 ¿slsrmined by the standard

metric. Also, we verify that RÍl) + Rf ) = o(n * 1; R) [1oJ , by first embedding R,, into

R,r11 in the obvious way and deflning a map ry on Rll) by right multiplication with e,,11.

17 : Rf) * RÍ"'lr;ei ,* e[¿,",+r], z e Ni.

This mapping is a bijection which preserveË the Lie algebra of the ortÏ.ogonal group since

under T Q.9) maps to (2.16). I{ence bivectors are generators of rotations and the pïoper

orthogonal grorlp is obtained by deflning the exponentiation operator.
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Other elements of possible interest that we could decompose, such as the anti-commut-

ator of bivectors, are left to the next section. At this stage we should analyse the versor

of degree 2 further so as to find its "complex" exponential form. Evaluating the square of

the sum of two vectors introduces the cosine function, a.b: l"l.lblcosd where lul' : u'

and 0 is the angle between a and b. Squaring (2.15) and evaluating using (2.8a), (2.9)

and (2.10) gives (a A b)2 = -l"l'l¡l'sin2 0, so that we may defrne the "unit" bivector

3Q) : âA b/siná, where â: a/lal. This enables us to evaluate a 2-versor in R,,, as

ab:a.b*aAb: lal.lbl(cosd* BQ)sinl). (2.tT)

The element in brackets is the required exponential âÊ: exp(B(2)d) r"h"r" â: a/lal and

in R3 it is identical, apart from sign, to the quaternion versoï since R!+) ry H. We shall

return to analyse the 2-versor after introducing the graded products and for the moment

consider a pseudo-rotation in Rr,n.

Denoting an imaginary basis vector by e6 where (e0)2 = -1 then we find the versor

e¿e6 generates a pseudo-rotation since (e¿e6)2 : 1. Defining / as the rapidity or angle

between a and e¡ and the unit bivector ¿Q) : â n es/ sinh / then an arbitrary pseudo-

rotation operator is

âeo - exp(Á(2)6¡ = cosh ó+,+(2) sinh/.

In space-tim€, R3,1, which is isomorphic to the Dirac algebra, then e¡ may be interpreted

as the time-like basis vector and -4.(2) is the generator of boosts.

Using the Clifford identities and the multivector formalism, we have seen how easy

it is to expose a powerful geometric algebra from fundamental algebraic concepts. The

main importance of this approach is that the results are basis independent, the proofs

relying only on the symmetry properties of the Clifford product. For products involving

only vectors the brackets have a simple geometric interpretation. But this breaks down for

higher valence polyvectors, making the multivector decomposition irnpractical for Clifford
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elements of arbitrary valence. For example, the Gibb's scalar triple product, represented

by (2.10), is a geometrical expression of the volume form. Hence the geometrical interpre-

tation of the anti-commutator depends upon the valence of the polyvector products. The

gladed products of the next section rectify this situation.
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3. Gradation of the Clifford Algebra.

In this section we introduce the graded brackets and establish that they express the sym-

metry properties of Cliford elements in a consistent geometrical scheme.

Similar to the Lie algebra, a graded Lie algebra for an associative algebra is defined

using the graded commutator [11]. This also holds for semi-graded algebïas so we d.efine

the graded commutator, denoted by a circle, as

Aþ) o3(s) - L^ (Á,1a<") - (-1)'"zt(")¿(')) . (8.1)2\ \ / )

Tlris will be called the super product and produces a Zz-graded Lie structure:

¿(+) o 3(+) 6p[+), ¿(+) o ¡(+) € RL-),

Aþ) oBG) - -(_t¡'"¡f") o/(r) , G.2)

k

Aþ) o (A\"t) p("2). . .¡["r)) = !{-f )'(s1{s21...as t-t) pÞt) pÞz)
j=L

. ..¡Íll')( ¡(r) o a!',)¡a,"¡i') . . .B["*). (3.s)

The super product generates the semi-graded Lie algebra of the Clifford algebra.

Further subalgebras are again given by Rl|) and R[+) Uot these reduce to the ordinary

Lie subalgebras. We extend the graded subalgebra to the entire Clifford algebra by deflning

the generalized exterior product which is denoted by the wedge-bar symbol:

4(')¡¡(") :1- (A{,1A(,) ¡ (-1)'"3(")¿(')) (3.4)

This product has the same commutivity as the Grassmann or exterior ploduct:

¿(r)¡3(s) = (_1)',8(")^Á('). (3.5)

In general, the generalized exterior product has the following graded polyvector represen-

tation:

¡(r)¡pG) : C : ç?+"¡ + CO+s-4) + ... + g(('+"¡moda).
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This is a generalization of the exterior product since it contains the exterior polyvector

paú CQ*"). RU terms C(k) where k <1, - sl are zero since 6t(l'-"1) is the lowest valence

polyvector part of ¡@) 3G) and hence the series terminates at the polyvector of valence

r + s -  fmin(r12,"12)1, where [r] is the integer part of ø. The remaining polyvector

components of the Clifford product 61 ¡Q) and B(") are given by (3.1) thus giving a

completedecompositionof ¡0)gG). Thelowestvalencepolyvectorpart,Ç(l'-sl),maybe

contained in either (3.1) or (3.a).

The graded derivation (a.l), for the case r : 2, Ieads to the graded Jacobi identity

and a similar expression for the generalized exterior product:

¡(r) o(B(") o C)=çÁ,) o3(s))oC* (_t)rs;(s) o(AO) oC). (3.6a)

¡0) o 1a(")nC) :(A0) o B("))^C + (-r¡'"8(")¡(A0) o C). (e.za)

Again we provide anothel two identities which may be proved by simple expansion:

¿(')¡19(")¡C):(n@¡Jt("))nC _ (_t¡',;t") o 14(') o 6';, (g.6b)

AQ) ola(")nC) =1AÞ)xB(")¡oC_ (_1),"zl(") o14(,)¡6;. (3.2b)

The flrst expresses the essential property of non-associativity of the generalized exterior

product and is choosen to provide an example proof which depends only on the Clifford

product being graded. For brevity we write A: A?), B = B(") and C : Cþ).

7.
=;(ABC + (-Ð"tACB + (-r¡'("+t)BCA* (-1¡'"+'t+"tcBA)

7,
=¡Ç+ac + er)'" B AC + (-t;tt'+") c AB * (-l¡"+'ttstç B 4

- (-1.)'"BAC + (-r;'(s+t)gç¿+ (-t)"tACB - (-¡t{'+ùCAB)

=(ATB)^C - (-1)'"8 o (Ao C).

Note that these identities are actually semi-graded and so can be applied to versors whose

degree replaces the valence of the polyvectors.

AA(87\c) :'rença c + ( - 1 )"rcn)
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We reduce the four identities to relations for vectors and bivectors. This results in

a set of identities that can be used to decompose any multivector and has the advantage

of being able to be interpreted geometrically. Setting A : a and C = b in (3.6b) gives

aÃ(BÃb): (aÃB)Ãb which may be written as

aÃ(bÃC): -bÃ(aÃC). (3.8)

Also setting r = s : 1 in (3.6) and (3.7) gives

ao(boC):-bo(aoÇ) (3.9)

(a.b)C: ao (bÃC) + bn(ao C) (9.10)

(aÃb)ÃC=a^(b^C)+"o(boC) (3.11)

(aÃb)"::il""] _,;,::"1 :,,,,]

where (3.10) has been used twice in (3.12a) to derive (3.12b). Here (3.8) and (3.9) formalize

identities given by K. Greider [12]:

a o (a o C) : aÃ(aÃC) : 0. (3.13a)

This may be generalized to arbitrary elements using equations (2.8); [A,{A,B}) =

{A,\A,C)} : lA2,C]. These ordinary bracket identities have graded representations that

depend on the semi-grading of A in the following way:

Ao (AoC) = AT(ATC):IØr)o C, if A: AG).

if A: ¡{+¡. (3.13b)

The vector and bivector identities provide a complete set of relations that can be

used to decompose any multivector from the left. This process is aided by the geometrical

intelpretation of the graded products that is displayed in these identities. For example,

Ar(A o C) : A o (Ar,C) : |{o') " t
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aÃC(r) is the exterior or valence r*1 part of aC(') while aoCþ) is the contracted or valence

r- 1 polyvector part. This exterior property ofthe wedge-bar product for vectors has been

used by N. Jacobson [e] and D. Hestenes [r3l to inductively define an exterior multivector of

degree r:

efi.1,i,2,...,i,1-eirÃ("or^...(e¿"-rÃei.) ). (3.14)

This is indeed exterior since by (3.8) any exchange of vectors brings about a change in sign.

Due to this alternating property, we expect (3.14) to be identical to the basis polyvector

(2.5a) in the Clifford space. In fact, the contraction property cancels any difference between

the two definitions of this element ald so there is no need to distinguish between them.

Hence it is possible to define an exterior product in Clifford algebra without resorting to

complete anti-symmetrization. This product is denoted by the usual wedge symbol:

¡(') - a1 A a2 4... A a, : arÃ(azzr...Ã(ar-1Ãar) )

We have the following graded derivation for basis polyvectors;

atei o eli1,...,d,l : l(-t)'-t giijeli7,...,îi,...,i,j (3.15)
j=l

where the index denoted with a circumflex is omitted. This may be proved inductively

using (3.L0) in the folm

¿ 6 ¿(r*1) = (a.ar+r) ¿Q) - a,..,.1Ã(a o AQ))

The identities (3.8)-(3.L2) carry the same information as similar identities given using

the ordinary bracket products but are geometrically easier to decipher. For example,

considering either (3.8) or (3.11) with C = c gives

aÃ(bÃc) : (aÃb)Ãc

15
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This is immediately recognised as a 3-volume element and shows that in R3 the genelaLized

exterior product is associative and thus defines an exterior product. Fbom the weil l<nown

theory of exterior algebra, the scalar component of the above element, given by (2.5b),

is the volume of the parallelepiped formed from the vectors a,b and c. So in R3 it is

equivalent to the scalar triple product (2.14) and the transformation between the two is

carried out by the duality transformation. This is multiplication by e¡r,z,r1 which commutes

in R3 but changes the gradation of the products in (3.16). It is obvious that (3.16) is more

geometrical than the ordinary bracket form (2.10).

Using this geometrical identification of the graded products it is now easier to analyse

the anti-commutator of two bivectors which, in this case, corïesponds to the generalized

exterior product. Using (3.11) we find that this contains both the exterior part and the

scalar part of the polyvector product:

(aA b)Ã(c^ d) = aA b A c ¡\ d - (a.c)(b.d) + (a.d)(b.c).

Writing the bivector in the form F(2) : TD,i,¡Fiie¡t,¡l where Fii - -Fii and. using the

polyvector basis, e(.,j)^e(¡c¿) : eþjktl- gdkgjtl g¿¿gjn, then we can evaluate the square of

a bivector:

(rellz = p(z)¡p(z) = !\rii fiteli,i,k,tl + iDFo¡Fjoijkt i,j

In space-timê, Ra,1, such a bivector is used to carry the components of the electro-magnetic

fleld tensor -t'ir. As has been pointed out by 1¿i1, ltaì and otller. authors[13r15] tr¡" irnpor-

tance of (l?l¡z is that it represents both invariants of the electro-magnetic fleld,

The square of a simple bivector contains only the scalar part,

(a A b)2 = -(a2b2 - (".b)') = -azb2 sinz 0

wh,ere 0 is the angle between a and b. Apart from the negative sign, this is the norm of

the Clifford algebra, so the bivector ,'length" is lbÃcl = lbllclsind.

16



The graded identity which reproduces the triple vector identity (2.13) is given by

(3.10) with C: c:

a o (bÃc) : (a.b)c - (a.c)b. (3.17)

This identity exposes the triple vectol identity as a simple statement of the graded

derivation. The action of the bivector on the vector a under the super product is imme-

diately recognised as a rotation of a by 90' for if we try to contract (3.17) with a then by

(3.13a) we find they are orthogonal: a o (a o (bÃc)) : 0. Of course, the rotation is within

the plane of the bivector and by setting a : b we find that the rotation has the sense of b

moving towards c. The geometrical action of the super product of a simple bivector with

an arbitrary element may be analysed using (3.6b), with A = B - BQ) - bÃc,

B o (B o C): (87\B)TC - Brr(BrrC)

-lBl'c - B^(B^C) (3.18)

Using (3.13b) we find that (3.18) is a polarization of C into components with even or

odd numbers of vectors lying in the plane of the bivector B. If C : B oC, then we see that

(3.18) is a rotation of 180o since, by (3.13b), B o Ct is already contracted if (82) o C = 0.

Therefore, B o C is a selection of that part of C with a single vector in the plane of -B and

this vector is rotated by g0o. This is also the interpretation of the Lie product of bivectors

(2.16). The remaining terms in the product BC are the semi-graded exterior parts -BÃC

and we can use the polarization of (3.18) to select either part of C. With respect to the

unit bivector BQ) = bÃc/lbÃcl we deflne the parallel or contracted component of A,

¡ll : -BQ) o çpØ o A) : 
|{a<rt 

m<z) + A)

For example, if A = a then this is the projection of the vector onto the plane of b A c.

The perpendiculal part is At: A- All: -BQ)(B(2)TA).
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We can now easily interpret the transformation Iaw, At : VAV-| where V is a

2-vetsot, as a rotation. It is decomposed using the commutation relations ¡L o 3Q) -
¡ll¡sQ) = 0 in (3.2) and (3.5):

1': exp(- BQ)012) Aexp(AQ)elz¡

: AL ¡ lll explA?) e¡

= AL * ¿ll1Ê.ô) * Ao 1Êne;

where we have used exp(BQ)g) = Ê¿: U o ô + Ênô. This is recognized as a rotation of

vector components lying in the bivector plane through angle d. For vectors it is identical

to the usual vector notation apart from the generalized triple vector product (3.17) which

applies in a vector space of arbitrary dimension. The geometrical identification of the

graded products a,llows for a concise evaluation of a rotation for any multivector'. For

more genera,l versors I/, RaÉevskiit4l has shown that the transformation At = VAV-1 is

an automotphism of the Clifford algebra defining the orthogonal group, proper or irnproper

for the versor being respectively of even or odd degree.

The action of this transformation law on multivectors is simply a transforrnation for

each vector component:

At :Vataz ...arV-r

:V atV-|V azV-r . . .V arV -r

:alai'..ã',.

An arbitrary vetsol in this transformation decomposes into 2-versors describing successive

rotations plus a mirror reflection if V is odd. For example, using (2.17) and (3.13a), then

a'=bab-l

-('o u;nÊ - (anÊ) o u

=z(a.Ê)Ê - a

18



is the reflection of a through b.

To demonstrate the application of the graded products to practical problems we will

look at the inertia of a single body. This allows us to introd.uce a Clifford inertia element

using the powerful feature of versor division and provides a n.ew, geometrical way of

analysing the inertia of a rotating body. Introduce a body with density p(r), volume

V, mass rn: I prlV, a,ngttlar velocity c¿ and centre of mass ro = .[ prrlV. The Clifford

inertia is obtained by assuming that the angular momentum,L : I rirx(t'lxr)dV, relates

to the angular velocity via the inertial element, .I, in R3. Thus L : Io a,nd we can separate

I by right division of the angular momentum by c.r. The result is a quaternion or 2-versor

with both scalar and bivector parts. The angular momentum about the centre of mass

Ls, is given when 16 and c.r are parallel, so that 16 Aar: 0. The moment of inertia can be

rearranged using (3.2), (3.5), (3.9), (3.12b) and a x (b x c) - -a o (bnc) to give

p[r o (c,.rÃr)]a-t dV : prlti: o (;:7\r)ldv.

Defining rr : r - (r.ô)ô', it has expansion

I plrz - (r.ô:)ruhldV

p[("t)' - (r.û:)r7\ôldv

r--
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We now verify that the Clifford inertia element is equivalent to the matrix moment

of inertia by deriving the parallel axis theorem. We choose a rotation axis c,r' parallel to

r¡ through O' at position d where d.rs : d.a, : 0. Thus the position r with respect to

O' is r' = r - d and the moment of inertia at O/ due to c¿' is:

II = | or'lao (ô A rt)ld,v

: I oe- d)tô o (ô A (r - d))larz

= ro * l r{^fa" 1a^d)l - dfcio (an r)] - "lôo 
(ôA a;l]arz

: /o * md.z - | olor- d(ô.r)tl, * rd - r(;;.d)ù]clv

: 1o * md2 +(d A ô)ô. | ,ro, - 2d,. I oro,

= 1o * rnd2 + rnlr6ld n ôr

where we have used (3.17) repeatedly. This is the parallel axis theorem except for the last

term which disappears if the centre of mass of tb.e body is at the origin so that l"ol : 0.

For the angular momentum at O', Lt = ftut, this extra term produces a rotation of ¿.r/ so

that L/ has acomponent along d. This is anecessary component of themoment of inertia

which is usually only displayed by the inertia tensor.

The mornent of inertia element is a function of the rotation axis, ,f = I(ù), with the

dependent part containing the bivector (r.cl)r A ô. A principal axis cts is one that satisfies

I(ùo) : I p!\'dll where rll and rr are the components of r with respect to o and so

tlre integral I Olrlll.lrlldV must vanish on each bivector plane û A ô.

The tensor form of inertia, I¿¡, is independent of ¿¿ and is evaluated using .t¿ :

D¡ I;¡rr. We have 1(¿¡) : \¿ L¿e¿u-r = Dt,¡ f¿¡u¡e¿u-7. Thus .I(e¡) = loI¿¡e¿e¡ and

the moment of inertia tensor is

I;¡ : e¿.lI(e¡)e¡].
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The differences between the identities for the graded and ordinary products are only

cosmetic but it is the straight forward expression of the geometrical content which makes

the graded products easier to manipulate. The geometrical description of the graded

products, in general, is simply that the super product contains those parts of the Clifford

product that consist of an odd number of contractions while the generalized exterior prod-

uct selects pairs of contractions including, formally, the exterior part. This is consistent

with the super symmetry properties of the graded products and the geometrical content of

(3.11) and (3.12). The ordinary brackets mix this natura,l grading and thus do not reflect

the geometrical operations in a consistent way and it is for this reason that the graded

products may be considered superior to the ordinary products.

i

I

I

I

I

I
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4. Fundamental Theorem of Clifford Algebra.

The analysis of the structure of a versor reveals that the Z2-gra"dation (2.6) may be de-

scribed as being completely contracting. By this it is meant that the contraction property

(2.4b) is applied between all possible pairs of factors of the versor remernbering that non-

contracting pairs must anti-commute. This structure is conveniently given by the PfafÊan

which may simply be described as being a subset of the expansion of the determinant.

Before deflning the Pfaffian it is necessary to introduce certain well l<nown sets to be used

extensively in what follows. The sets consist of arrangements of labels, which may be

taken to be subsets of the natural numbers, N. We denote ordered sequences of subsets

of N by:

Nå : (P, P+ L,"',q) where 7 < P 1s € N'

We adopt the notation that greek letters denote the re-orderings of the sequences and thus

represent bijections of the labels Nf,. The ità component of a particular arrangement, p¿,

is the result of p acting on i € Nl. Of course, the original order of Nfl is important and

is always taken to be the natural order.

The first set, which contains the other sets to be deflned, is the permutation or

symmetlic set, .9"(Nfli;. fni. is the set of n! permutations of the r¿ labels Nfli. Any

particular permutation r e ,1"(Ni) has sign a(r') given by the parity of the reatrangernent

nl12,

1f!¡1f2,¡,,,rTn

The remaining sets are defined as subsets of ,Sn by placing ordering restrictions on

the components of the bijections. The normal ordered set, ¡tr2r(Nl"), takes all rnernbers

p € ^92'(N?') such that

(i) for any k € Ni then pzn-t 1 pzn and

(ii) for any h,k e Ni then å, < k + pzn-t 1 pzn-t.
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For each k in condition (i) the number of members in the set is halved, while condition

(ii) selects only one of each r! ordering given by ,52'. Hence the cardinality of the set is

(2r)tlQ'rt).

The partition set Plr,pr,...,p"(Ni) has members p e ,S'(Ni) such thal p,qo+t <

þqnI2 < "' <

n - q." > 0. For s : 1 this reduces to the combination set, Cä(Ni) : P[(Ni),

which has ntl((n-p)lpl) members due to the restrictions ¡.r,1 l ttz < ...1 ¡,r,o and

lrp*t 1 þpt2 { ... { ltn. This, of course, corresponds to the combinatorics problem of

partitioning n labels into two parts and satisfles Cö(Ni) : C#(Ni) - Ni. The reason

for formulating this set in this way is sirnply to expose the parity that is assigned to each

member of these sets.

It may be noticed that the partition set Pffo(Ni) can be constructed as the compo-

sition of two combination sets, but that this may be done in two ways. Thus we have the

following identity to be used later.

! o(tùf,,r"...þn= t "0ù t o(r)fr,,Fv2...Fv,¡ntlptqit,..pn
¡'ee[,"(Niji) pe cfra,(Nili) v€c;+'(NT+')

= t o0ù t o(u) Ír,t"...ttptf,,t..,þun_p (4.1)

Lleci6XIT) ru e Õi-P(Nia1)

The composition of the normal ordered set with the combinatorics set is denoted by

Iff- such that for p, e Ni^ then ¡.r, e N2* and ¡1, e Cl*. \Me can now return to tl'Le

introduction of the Pfaffian. Due to their close association, we define both the Pfafran

and the deterrninant, using the above sets.

A Pfaffian is characterised as being the square root of the determinant of an even

dimensional, anti-symrnetric matrix. For matrix A having components dij¡ i, j e Nf ,

then its determinant is denoted by llø¿¡ll or in terms of the diagonal components as

lottrorr, . . .,dnnl. If this matrix has componetts a¿¡ - -crji; ?, j e N?', then the Pfaffian
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of the upper diagonal half of ,4" has notation \ø¿¡1, or in terms of its upper components,

\otzrozgr . . . ¡ an-r nl, n = 2r,

The determinant of rank r¿ and Pfafran of order r are defi.ned by Porteous [7] as

lorrrorrr... rannl : Ð "(zr€S*(N

and \412 t a23,t . . .t r,zr-t 2rl = Ð o(p) | oorr-roro

P€N2"(Ni) /c€Ni

l" orno
/c€Ni

,9it'-, it"l, k even;
k odd.

r)
i)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

The Pfaffian has many properties in common with the determinant, the main one

of interest here being the Pfaffian cofactor expansion [1] which has identical form to the

determinant cofactor expansion. Before this well known result is presented, an important

mathematical object is introduced. This is the Pfaffian containing components of the

metric tensor (2.4b). We define

xhT¿t \go,0,, .

0,

In terms of this object the Pfaffian cofactor expansion is

T¿r¿r...öo: I o(r) gtr'i,o-rTi,"i,".,.âun-,
vQcf _;@t)

t o(r) 96t,rTi,ri,"...i,o-,
ze cf -11ruj ¡

k

= !{- t)i gi,i¡Tirir...î¡...¿u'
: _o
J-þ

where again the circumf.ex denotes the omission of an index.

If we continue this expansion we find that T¿r¿r...i* contains terms giving all possible

ways of pairing the indices of the tensor via the metlic tensor. This is the property

that makes Pfaffians useful in statistical mechanics [2] and it is inherited from the normal

ordered set which pairs off the labels (pr¡-t,pzt) in all possible ways. It is also exactly
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what is wanted in the structure of a versor except that the factors that are not contracted

using the metric tensor must be anti-symmetric and representable by polyvectors. The

tensor Tiri"...ir may be refered to as the contraction tensor and must be applied to each

subset of the basis versor indices. Thus we expect the structure of the versor to be a semi-

gradation over the polyvector basis with coef,Êcients being combinations of Pfafñans of

graded orders. This is given in the following fundamental theorem connecting Grassmann

and Clifford algebras. [5'61

Fundamental Theorem.

l, /z)
â1â2...r, : I t o(p) \"rr.lt"rr...rãt"ro-r.a,"rrlãLrzn+t 4... A ar" (4.6)

te=o pe1ih@i)

Proof: It is only necessaty to consider the versor basis so that the ploposition becomes

ê¿têi2...€i, = E¿ri"...i, where

l, /zl
Eirô"...i,: t t o1t) T¿,ri*r...irrx@lirro+r,...,ir,|' (4'7)

k=o p€c;¡c(Ni)

The proof of this statement is by induction with the basis being the r = 2 case. Using

(2.17) we have

Eiri" : elit,izl * g¿r¿, : Qi,teiz.

We proceed directly to the general case by decomposin g Eirir...,¿, into terrns with ¡.11 : 1 or

ltztc+t = 1. That this is possible follows immediately frorn the definition of the combination

set Cir(Ni). Hence

lr-11LTI
Eàrir,..i, = D

'k=0
D o(þù T¿*r¿rr...irro1lù,it"zt +t,...,i*,-tl

p€c;ß-1(N;)

lr /zl

+ t t o(p) T¿r¿*r..,irzr-.teli,"ro,...,i¡",-11
k=L p,eci;:JNi)
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Note that for la:0 there is no Pfaffian part and for k =lrl2l there is no polyvector part

if r is even. Hence the changes to the limits of k. Also there is no sign change in the first

term as it is given by an even parity rearrangement of (a.7). Now we apply the Pfaffian

cofactor expansion (4.5) to the second term:

t o(p) gùtr,ro-rTur,rir,2...¿,",2¡-,
uecif-i1Nlk-1¡

Exchanging the order of the combination sets in the second term of (4.8) and using

(a.1) with p : 2lc - 2, q : 7, n = r - 1 and rn = 1 gives

t o(Lt) T¿r¿*r...irro_relit"2h,...,it",_71

p€c;;]r(N;)

T¿ tt2kp7

t o(P)
pe.c;;:2(.Ni)

t o(u) g;rtr,rTirrirr...ir"o-"elirr,z,,..,i*,,-ro*rl
zeci-'?À+1(nif ,)

r-l

t "0ù t Gt)j-tgo,o,,Ti,ri,r...òø2¡o-zelip,o_,,..., îr, ,,.,,ir,_rl
LLec;;:2$Ð i=2k'-I

t o(p) T¿rr¿rr...irrn-reù o elirzx-t,...,it".-tf
þec;;:2$i)

where we have also used (3.15). Notice that for k : l(, +1)l2l there is no polyvector

part for r odd while for r even l(r + t)lZ]: lrl2l. Hence, there is no change if we tahe

the upper k limit in the second term of (a.8) to be [(r +L)12]. Changing the summation

over k to bring it in line with the other term in (a.8) and using (3.14) flnally gives the

statement of the inductive step:

t o(lt) T¿,,i,"...i,,x
p€c;;1(Nå)

= ei1 o E¿r¿"...i, I e¿rT,E¿r¿"...¿,

-^. 
p.

- 
v1,7 u1,21,3...1,r .

(tn, o êli 
urn + r,...,i r, - rl * e'i r7\e¡'i, rr* * r,...,iu" -, I )

r-1

t
lc=O
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By the inductive arguement E¿"i"...i, : ei2ei,z , ,.ê.à, and thus we have proved the

proposition. The statement of the theorem follows from the rnulti-linearity of the versor.

The Pfaffian in the versor expansion (4.6) carries a determinant part which is a

fundamental part of the property of associativity. This structure is exposed in the following

theorem as the Clifford product of two polyvèctors.

Structure Theorern.

(a1 na2 4 ...4 a,)(br A b2 A ... ¡ b")

min(r,s)

: t er)k(2r-k-1)/2 Ð o1r) Ð o(r) (1.r,.b,, ,ãt",,b,", , At"r'b rol
k:0 p€c;(Ni) z€cf (Ni)

.ãt"r+t 4...4 &p. A bro*, A.,,¡ br, ) (4.e)

Proof: Again, by multi-linearity, we need only consider the polyvector basis. The basis

of (a.9) will be some subset of the (r f s)-versor:

Q¡,t@i2...€i,+, = t o(tt) T¿rr¿*r.,.i*",oelir"*+t,...,i*,+"f. (4.10)
p€c;¡+'(Ni+')

To derive the structure of (4.9) we simply anti-symmetrize separately the flrst r

and last s vector factors of (a.10) thus eliminating any components of Ti*rirr...trro which

represent contractions within the rank r and rank s polyvectors of (4.9). For example, the

first term of the cofactor expansion will be annihilated for r greatel than unity. Hence it

is convenient to reattange the indices of (a.10) before anti-symmetrizing its indices. For

this rearrangement we choose

r+3

t
k=0

ltt¡ þz ,lls, þ+ ¡.,'rll2tt-r, llzl¡ ,/tzn+t1,,,7lJrlktþrtk+r¡' ,.¡ltrrls

þt¡llr+t¡LLz¡þr+2¡ ",t þtt'tlf,r*k¡ þX+t r'.., þ, ¡þrtktl¡.'. ¡þrls
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This fixed permutation shufles the elements of C[["(Ni+') and does not violate

the normal ordering rules for the indices of the contraction tensor. The parity of this

reanangement is given by the number of exchanges involved in moving indices prl¿ through

pj) V i e Nf andV I € Ni+r. This is

(r-t)+(r-2)+ .*(,- k):k,-lnçn+r¡.

It is now straight forward to form the basis polyvectorsr e[i1,...,i.] .rd 
"[¿.*r,,..,i,+,1 , 

iî

(4.10) using the alternating maps 7r € ^t'(Ni) and p € ^9"(N;+í), respectively. These maps

have no effect on the polyvector in (4.10) and so we concentrate on the norrnal ordered

indices. The modified contraction tensor, Tinrriou,*ri*rrirr,+"...i*ruior,+0, has labels which

satisfy rp, 1pt,*, dre to the normal ordering condition. The mappings ?r and p extend

this inequality to þi 1 þ,*j, V i € Ni and j € Nî. Thus the Pfafran (4.3), under these

conditions, reduces to the determinanf (4.2) which absorbs both alternating maps. The

combination seT, C[["(Ni+") now splits into separate combinations for the label subsets

Ni and N;Tï. Relabelling the indices þr+xby u¡ aîd the polyvector labels i,+nby jn

finally gives the Clifford product of the basis polyvectors.

€[ir,,,.,i,] €lir,'..,i,]

min(r,s)

t ç-r¡Èn(z'-n-t) Ð "0') Ð "(,) (10u.,,.,, t 9iro i,o
/.l€c;(Ni) ze ci(Ni)

€[ãr¡+r,...,it",14 e[i,01r,. .,r,,1)

Note that for k > min(r,s), then one of the k metric tensors rnust have both index

labels from one anti-symmetrized set and all such terms are excluded. Thus the proof of

the theorem is complete.

k=0
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This theorem on the structure of the polyvector product gives an explicit statement

of the semi-graded relation given by D.Hestenes[1s]:

min(r,s)

nf;)¡¿G). t ¡¿('+"-zr').
/c= 0

The smallest polyvector part of this semi-gradation has valence lt - "l and has been called

the generalized interior product by Hestenes. tr'or s ) r this is

("r n ... A a,).(b1 A ... A b")

=(-1¡'('-r)l'z D o(z) la1.b y7)...,ã,.b,.1b,.*, A ... A b,,.
rz€ci(Ni)

The commutation law for this product is A0).8(") : (-1)'s*min(r,s)3(').Á(').

The largest polyvector or exterior part of the product can be selected from (4.9) in

the following way:

t o(tù @,"r4...4.,r.)("r,*, A...Aa¡,,+"): a1 4...4â¡4s
p€c;+"(Ni+')

This, of course, is a statement of the Laplace expansion of a determinant, due to (2.5b),

and emphasises the fact that we have assumed that the polyvector basis forms an exterior

algebra under the alternating mapping. When expanded over an orthogonal basis this

statement becomes almost trivial in the Clifford algebra but this does not diminish the

content of (a.9) for the definition of the basis polyvector (2.5a) did not assume the basis

vectors were orthogonal. We also look at a part of (4.6); in particular, the scalar part.

Denoting the function wliich selects this part lry rp( ) then we see immediately tliat

sp(e¿, e¿, . . . €i¡ ) = T¿r¿r...¿o where Tiri"...ir is def.ned by (a.a). Thus the properties of the

scalar part of all even-versor colrespond to the properties of the Pfaffi.an. This generalizes

the properties of the trace operation in the Dirac algebralt6l to an albitrary Clifford

algebra.
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N. Salingaros [15] has considered generating the Clifford algebra using (4.6) and (4.9)

as the def,nition of the Clifford product. Unfortunately, his form of (4.9) contained an

incorrect sign factor pr€sürn: .ably because it was not derived from the more fundamental

(4.6). By the universality of the Clifford algebra it is suffi.cient to verify properties (2.1)-

(2.5), for (4.6), to prove that it defines the Clifford product and this is the path followed

by Salingaros. We can immediately see that, except for associativity, these properties

are easily satisfled. The contraction property Q.a) follows from the use of the Pfaffian

contraction tensor while (2.5b) is guarenteed by the construction of the versor over the

polyvector basis.

But it is the property of associativity (2.3) that is most revealing. This property is not

trivial as suggested by Salingaros, and thus the proof that (4.6) is a definition of the Clifford

algebra was not completed. Although it is not necessary, we could go on to verify that (a.6)

generates an associative procluct. Such a proof involves a Pfafran expansion aralogous

to the Laplace expansion of a determinant in terms of complementary rninors, first stated

by E. R. Caiarúello [5]. It involves Pfaff.ans and determinants of different orders and ranks

with the largest determinant part being displayed in (4.9), Since the versor contains many

different orders and combinations of Pfaffians, the associativity property contains mary

Pfaffian expansions due to tbis Z2-graded structure. In the analogous case of associativity

for the exterior algebra a similar expansion relies upon only one determinant and so we

are le d directly to the Laplace expansion. In the Clifford algebra the complexity of the

situation warr:ants a more detailed analysis via the tensor representation in $6.
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5. The Tensor and Exterior Algebras.

The tensor algebra fV) = 8y is a graded, associative and infinite dimensional algebra

consisting of the multi-ljnear forms over the vector space I/. The grading of the algebra is

denoted by T'(V) : 8' tr/ so that T(V) : DLo T'(V). A multi-linear form belonging

to the subspace T'(V) is said to have degree r and, if simple, is denoted by

Dr,...,r =tt8 ",ØureØ'v where u¿€V, ie Ni.

Note tlrat for r : 0 then u e To(V) = F, the fie1d over which tr/ is developed and

f'V) È I/ so that the natural map V --+ T(V) is an embedding.

If the vector space V is a non-degenerate inner product space with inner product

denoted by ( , ) then this extends to an inner product for the algebra:

r
(1)r,,,.,,,u)L,...,r) : nþ¿rwi) where uL,,.,,r: ttr I ...Ø tu,, (5.1)

i=I

Tlris can be used to identify the dual algebra (8 y). = I y* : T(V*) where V* is the

dual vector space of V. The dual vectors are denoted with an asterisk ol by raising the suf-

frx and their action on V is givenin terrns of theinner product by t'.(u') = (u,w), V u* e

V* and w e V, For V of finite dimension n and with signaturep,Q¡h = It*cl, lhen

we can construct an orthonormal basis €t¡ . , ,, e' with dual basis €r r , . ., en such that

"i("¡) 
: (e¿,ej) : ó¿r ald 

"i("n) = \e¿,en) - -6¿nfor i € Ni, i € Nf ard k e Nfr*r.

The action of the dual vectors becomes multiplication in the Clifford algebra and is

referred to as the contraction property of the algebra. The construction of the Clifford

quotient algebra of the tensor algebra relies upon the definition of a graded operator lÀ

ca,lled the Pfaffian contraction operator of order ,k and is deflned by its action on tensol

forms as:

l*u,

: tD*r":^ o(tù\uP'(rrr),o,"(ur"),...,'uþ"^-,(rrr)luþz-+t,...,þ,, 2m < r; (5.2)- I o, 2m> r. (5.3)
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Note that this Pfafran is the square root of lb¿¡l where b¿j : -bj¡: (u¿,ajl. For any

standard set, the pelmutation labels are not shown if they correspond to a secluence of

the natural numbers starting at unity, Nf . For any combination CT^ the ordering of

the Pfaffian indices þt { ltz ... 1 ltzrn can always be achieved by the properties of the

Pfaffian [1] with symmetric components and in the Clifford algebra the ordering of the

tensor indices determines the sign ø(p). Explicitly, the sign term in (5.2) is o(p) :

(-l¡t-^12^-1) where t : D'¡!rp;. Placing the ordering condition on the combination set

Cf^ rather than the Pfaffan indices simplifies the task of evaluating the sign ø(pr.) since

then it is just the parity of ¡r, and there is no need to evaluate ú.

Of course, the contraction operator of zero degree is taken to be the identity, f0 = 1.

In general, T^ur,...,, is multi-ljnear so that it is a tensor of degree r - 2m but it is not

simple. For example, the order one contraction in (5.2) gives:

r-l r
f?.'1,...,, = t D (-t)r-à-L ri(r¡)rr,...,î,...,j,...,, (5.4)

i-I j=i,lt

where the indices denoted with a cilcumflex are omitted. Fundamental to the struc-

ture of the tensor representation of Clifford algebra is the grading of the contraction

operator plesented in the following theorem. With an inductive argument using (5.4), we

find that the Pfaffian operator produces contractions between each pair of vectors, the

number of pairs being given by the order. Hence the operator Corn = Di=o l- is called

the complete contraction operator.
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Closure Theorem

I-.I' : m+n l^+n (5.5)
mlnl.

Proof:

l"(I*u1,,,.,,) : ! o(p) Ð o(u) \ap'(rr,),...,,t)p'^-'(rr,)l
u'ec;^ vec;;2*

.\rr"t (r r,r), . . . r,t)p'rn-t (r r,r.)lD Þrç^*o¡*r,...,t",

: t o(p) \.rr'( ap"), .. .,,t)þ,*-r(rr,)l
þ€Pl*,zo

. \o &z- +r (r r"^ *r), . . ., 1) 
þz{- + n)- t (u p"(* * or)l r rrr* * *r*1,,.., /rr

= t o0ù ,r, (r r") . . .1)p2(n+n)-, (r r"r**_)) D t r(_+n)+r,...,tr,
P€NT*,zn

where þ € Nï^,zn C S' satisfies ltz¿-t { ¡.t2¿for i € Nf ol i € Nffili, Lh 1pz I

require that p,zt-t I l.rzj-t for i e Nf and j e N;1i. But from the properties of the

Pfaffian[1] exchanging p,zt-t and. p,2¡-1is equivalent to exchanging pz¿ atd. ¡,t2¡, for z e Nf

and i € N#li. This is already included io Nlçn¡n¡ o, ¡¡2(rnrn). Hence, removing the

restriction Ltz¿-t 1 ¡,rz¡-t for the normal ordered set, Nz(m*t), gives multiple copies of

N2(^+n) corresponding to even parity re-orderings of members of N|ffr+]). Th" factor of

multiplication is given by Cn+" since we are partitioning the secondary ordered indices

into two parts. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The contraction property is only one half of the multiplication by a vector in the

Clifford algebra. The remaining part generates the exterior algebra and so a brief consid-

eration of the construction of the Grassmann cosets in the tensor algebra will introduce

another operator which is necesssary for the contruction of the Clifford cosets. Both con-

structions are analogous so that this approach will summarize the method that is used in

the Clifford algebra case.
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The Grassmann or exterior algebra t(V), consisting of all anti-syrnmetric tensor

forms, is obtained from the tensor algebra by taking the quotieú of T(V) with the

ideal generated by the symmetric dyads, S(V) = T(V)II where I : {r I tlr e V}.

This is a graded and associative algebra which is f.nite dimensional lot V flnite and in

such a case the tensor algebra must be filtered. The ideal may be removed from the

cosets r I I, Y r e t(V), by anti-symmetrizing the graded tensor space using the al-

ternation operator, Alt. This is defined in terms of the anti-symmetrization operator

Âk where Â01 : L and whose action more generally for a tensor form of degree / is

l\trr,...,¿: ä Dr.s, o(lt)upr,...,r,. Hence, by deflnition

o[1,...,r] : -4.ro1,...,¿: t loi',...,u!'le¡;r,...,r,1 (5'6)
i1 r... rxl

where ei)'i e Ni is a basis of I/. This is called an l-form and belongs to á¿(V) d Tt(V)lL

If the action of ,A.¿ on tensors of degree not equal to / is taken to be annihilation then we

can define the alternation operator to be Alt : DËo 
^'. 

This operator is a mapping from

the tensor algebra to the tensor representation of the exterior algebra. We now derive the

relation of the Pfafran to the determinant using f .

Lemma 1

f¿(o¡r,...,4 8 r1r,...,4 ) : ç¡lt/zl lrt(rr), ...,rt(rL)l (5.7)

where [r] is the integer part of ø.

Proof: Using (5.5) and ttren (5.4) we have

l¿(o¡r,...,4 @ tu¡r,...,11 )

: 1 ¡r-r (Ð 
f, 

1)r-r-r+r ai (wi) ay.,...,2,...,t¡g .[r,...,î,...,4

-fr-l (t-t;'-' ó Æ, ",r,,à o(u)uþ' (w,,)' *",...,*, )
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Continuing this reduction using (5.a) we arrive at the statement of the lemma:

I¿(o¡r,...,4 6 tl¡r,..,,r1 )

:(-t¡(r-r)+(¿-2)+"'+11 f "0ù D o(u) ap,(w,,) up,(w,") . ..or,(-,,)
"' ,rt, uêSI

: ( - 1¡ r(t-r¡ /, D o (u) ut (w,,) r' (.,,) . . . r¿ (*,,)
v€,SI

=(t)U /21 
lut (w) ,u2 (wz) , . . . , ,¿ (, ùl .

The statement of associativity for the quotient algebra fff)lI is

Alt (r.' 1,...,¿..,. ¿ ) = Alt (A1t(o1,...,¡ ) @ Alt (o¡-.1,...,¡+ ¿ )).

By considering the projection operator zr, which is the mapping from the tensor algebra

to the tensor representation of the exterior algebra, we can prove associativity. Note that

?r can be extended to a mapping ftom T(V) to the exterior algebra and since this is

embedded in T(V) and is isomorphic as a vector space then we have an identity mapping.

For o, u € T(V) then r'('u - Alt(o)) : n(r)- r(Alt(u)) : 0 so that u - Alt('u) e 1,

the ideal of the exterior algebra. Now (o - Alt(o)) 8t¿: DØu - Alt(o) I tr also belongs

to the ideal, thus

r'(r 8 u) : zr'(Alt('u) ø tu).

Similarly Alt(o) S (,¿ - Att(tu)) : ,{lt(o) I r¿ - Alt(u) I Alt(tr) and so

zr(Alt(u) I u) : r (Alt(o) S Alt(?r)).

Hence ,r(t, I tu) = zr(Alt(t') S Alt(tr)) and by the deflnition of ¡' this is the recluired

associativity property.

More explicitly, o¡r,.,.,*+4 = r\À+¿(u[1,.,.,rr]8a¡/rar,...,ir14) and this is a direct statement

of the Laplace expansion of a determinant in terms of comphmentary minors, due to (5.6).

The analogous statement for Clifford algebra involves the grading over the exterior basis

of many Pfaffian contractions, f-, and so it is a statement of many Pfaffi.an expansions.
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6. The Tensor Representation of Clifford Algebra.

Similarly to the exterior algebra, the Clifford algebra is defined as the quotient of the tensor

algebra with an ideal. In this case, we a e dealing with an inner product vector space and

we denote this space and the ilner product, which we assume to be non-degenerate, by

V. Tlren the Clifford algebra is defined as C(V) ry f N)lI(V) where the two-sided ideal

1(V)is generated byelements ø8ø - (*,r),Y r e f$).For a completely degenerate

inner product, the Clifford algebra reduces to the exterior algebra.

The ideal I(V) is homogeneous of even degree in the semi-grading of the tensor algebra

and so C(V) is not Z-graded but Z2-graded. But the exterior subspace of the tensor algebra

is isomorphic (as a vector space, not as an algebra) to the Clifford algebra [17] under the

mapping generated by the alternation operator Alt. In particular, there is a canonical

form for tensor representations of Clifford elements whereby the space is invariant under

the action of Alt. The canonical form is gained by applying the contraction operator Com

to any tensor representation of a Clifford element, thus producing tensors o1,...,r such that

f.or i,j € Ni, not ec1ua1, then ui(o¡) : 0. Hence the ideal 1(V) reduces to the exterior

ideal, I, which may then be annihilated using Alt.

Composing the contraction and alternating operators produces an idempotent op-

erator which gives a mapping from the tensor space to the canonical tensor space iso-

morphic to the exterior space, We call this operator the Clifford contraction operator,

Con = Alt.Com, and it only remains to prove that this maps onto the exterior space and

is uniclue to show that it generates the Clifford algebra.

Lemma 2 The Clifford contraction operator, Con : Alt.Com generates the Clifford

algebra.

Proof: Denoting the canonical form of a tensor belonging to C(V) by a1r,...,¡,), called a
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versor, then we expect

u(r,...,p) = Con(u1,...,o) where

lp /zl
Con(tr1,...,o):t Ð "(p) \r''(rrr),,'"(orr),...,,I)t"'o-'(rrr)lD1.rzr+t,..,,ttol.(6.1)

k=0 pecih

This explicit form of the exterior structure of a versor has been proved previously with the

statement given by (4.6). It extends the Jordan relation, uçr,z¡ I u(2,1):2ar(u2), to the

entire algebra and thus, by the universality tb,eorem [1a], the operator Con is the required

generator.

The associativity of the Clifford algebra can now be stated as

Con(u1,...,, I u1,...,") : Con (Con(o1,...,r) I Con(tu1,...,");

and its proof is similar to that presented for the exterior algebra. This is the basis of

the following theorem which presents the Pfaffian analogy to the Laplace expansion of a

determinant.

Theorem (The Pfaffian Expansion)

\rt(rr), . . ., r'k-t (rrn)l

-i"([å],[¡,_ ä])

t (-1)" t
l'=0 peciñ

Proof: More explicitly, associativity may be written as

f ¡+s ILT)
f ¡r+s-z rlr (or,...,r8 tur,...,")
È=0

"0ù D o(z) .\uP'( ap,),. . .,r"*-'(or,^)l
,€c'":-\N?\r)

.\r" (r rr), . . ., 1,u2n - t (r rr)l.la t"z^ +' (r r"* *r), . . ., u*' (a, 
")l

wrrere m:( l;] - t), n : fln - i) - t'¡

L'-2^l^ (al,...,,) s t ns-2n¡n (w1,...,")
l" /zl

= Con
ll, /zlIt
lm=o
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The term in square brackets is multiplied by Com : ÐËo l¿ so the total order of the

contraction operator on the right hand side is I i m I n. This can be equated to the order

,k operator on the other side by substituting k = I + m * n and replacing the summation

over n by a summation over k. The last factor then becomes

mltlls/21

t ¡s-z(k-m-t¡¡x-rn-t(w1,...,r).
lc=m*l

Now the order of the summations over m and k are interchanged:

lr /zl m+'ttls /21 lr /zlils /zl+t q

\-\-:\-\-L ^L /. /-
m:O lc=mll lc=l 'nL=p

where p: 0 fork<l+lslzl;
k-I-ls12] otherwise,

and q- k-l fork<l+frl2l;
lr lZl otherwise.

( 6.3)

Also, non-zero tetms in (6.2) require 2lc < r * s so that we may take the upper limits

of both the k and / summations to be t+t] Exchanging the order of these summations

gives a graded statement of the right hand side of (6.2). With p and q defined by (6.3),

tiris is

t'+"1

f ¡'+"-2*l*(rr,...,, g tur,...,r)
À=0

t+"1 kt tD.' l{r -' ^ y*( rr,...,, ) ) g 
^s 

-2( rç - m - D yn - m - t 
çrr,..., 

" 
)] (6.4)

q

k=O l=O m=p

For each k, this expresses many PfafÊan expansions as coeflcients in the exterior subspace

¿r+s-zk(Y) = 7'+"-'*(V)lL ,. Choosing the scalar part, with 2lc = r f s in (6.4),

produces a single Pfaf[an on the left hand side. Equating the scalar telms gives

f*(rr,...,, I ?r1,.,.,r)

kq
: t Ð t' ltt'-'^r*çut,...,,)6 (Â"-z{r-m-t)¡k-m-'(rr,...,")] .

l=O ïn=p
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Now due to (5.3), f¿[(^r-2n'?f^(q,...,,) @'ur¡r,...,"]l :0 for I > min(r,s) or / l2m> r

andf¿[o¡r,...,,] 8(.4.2(¿*m)-r¡k-t-^ut,...,,)l:0forl+2(k-l-e))sorl+2m<r'

Hence, for non-zero terms in (6.4) we require / ( min(r, s) and 2m : r - L Denoting

equivalence modulo two by -, then r N s N /, which gives the following relations:

+=r;r -li],+=r;r -t*] and r:ry=l;l .l;l -,-,li]
Using these expressions in (6.3) it is easy to check that p < (r - l)12 < q so that it is

always possible to choose *: (, - I)12 V / - r. Hence changing the summation over /

and substituting rn : (r - l)12 gives:

min( r, s)

l*(rr,...,r8,rr1,...,"): I
I=r-2Íî l2l

slep2

r¿ (l'r#(rr,...,,) I 
^¿f 

e-¿-( #)(rr,.,.,"))

Clranging the summation variable / = l'* r -ZlrlZ)to lt : UlZlbV changing the

summation step and substituting m = lrlZl- // and n : [k - r12] - /' flnally gives the

statement of the Pfafran expansion:

r¿ (,'l¿r- 111,...,') 61,4.¿r" (u.,1,...,"))
lt:O

min([!],[c- f ])t Ð "0ù D "Q")PeCi^ vêC\*

(a*, rr,..,,, - ) l' ( to1,.. .,2 n) II (orr"* *r,..., ,,,1 I u l,rn +r,.,.,,,, ) )

where we have lemoved the combinatorial parts of l- and I' contained in the definition

(5.2). Applying this definition again and using lemma 2 produces the final form of the

Pfaffian expansion. With t11,... ,e = Drlr,...,r+" this is the statement of the theorem thus

completing the proof.

lt=O
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The Pfaffian expansion is a partitioning of the Pfaff.an of order k giving an action on

the flrst r indices and a separate action on the remaining 2lc - r indices of the Pfaffian.

These factors describe pairs of contractions whereby rn pairs connect indices of u1r,...,r;i

z pairs connect indices of. a¡1¡t,...,2i.¡ and the remaining / pairs connect an index frorr

each side of the partition. The expansion results in an explicit statement of the norm of

a vetsor

The norm of the Clifford algebra is defined in terms of the reversion involution ri

wlrich is an anti-automorphism of the algebra sending u(r,...,p) è u(p,...,r). Denoting tlie

projection of u on the polyvector subspace of valence s by o(") then reversion involves

s(s - 7)12 exchanges of the s vector factors, ecluivalent modulo two to the integer of sf 2:

¿(") - (-t)t"/zlr("). Th" inner product for the tensor algebra (5.1) is

(r[r,...,'] ,'ù¡'r.,...,r1) : I "(p) Ð"(r) f (ur,,u,,)
l.¿€S' u€S' ¿€Ni

= lz1(u1), . ..,u'(u,)l

: (u1,...,4ít[r,..,,r],1 )

- (1,ti¡r,...,r¡0¡r,...,r1), (6.5)

where lemma 2 has been used.

Defrning the Clifford algebra norm llr.'ll : \a,u) then, using linearity, the inner product

polarizes to (u,u) : ((ufi t uù)12,1) : (uú,1). For versors this reduces to the algebraic

expression llull = uú. The norm for a polyvector is given by (6.5) as the scluare of the

volume of the parallelepiped described by its vector factors. The maximum value for this

volume squared corresponds to the norm of the versor formed from these vectors

llr(.,...,0)ll : ,(r,...,o) D(p,...,r) = f[ llr;ll .

¿eNT

The versor expansion (6.1) provides, in the following theorem, an explicit relation

between the norms of these two elements.
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Hada mard Theorem

llr(r,...,r) il :'f ilr[l;:åìll
k=O

where ,[f:.?!), - Lp-2klkuro..,,pis the projection of u1,...,p on the polyvector subspaces

of valence p-2k.

Proof:

ll,(t,...,o) ll : ,(r,...,o) ú(r,...,o)

tål tål

= tt t "0ù Da(z) \trp'(Dp,),...,1142ø-t(or)l
,k=0 t=0 þeOlk uêC!,

.\o" (o rr), . . . r'D"t -' (r r"r)lqr"o *t,,,., pe)úlu2¡ ¡t,.,. ppl. (6.6)

For a scalar result we must choose Ie = l, and hence

lplzl

ll,(r,...,o)ll = t Ð t0ù \r"(rr,), . . .,I)p"u-' (rrr)l.rfu,htt¡...¡þpl
k=0 LLeClh

:'Y,il,[l;:,i]ll
À=0

Exchanging the polyvector norm with u¡r* ,...,ttelúlv^,...,vp¡ = lrr*(rr*), . . . , uur(urr)l then

the Pfaffian expansign identifles the analogous versor norm as

llr(t,...,o) ll = \ul(or) ,ut(uz),o2(rz),. . .,ue(up)|,

slnce

\rt(rr),...,aP(at),...,aP-7(ar)l = (-f¡trlzl\uL(uz),...,un-t(ar),ue(ae-t),...,a2(ut)|.

Hence the Hada mard theorem is a special case of the Pfafñan partition expansion

corresponding to a matrix which is anti-symmetric about the usual diagonal and symmetric

about the cross diagonal.
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Finally, it is worthwhile giving an example of the Pfafran expansion. Of course,

partitioning just one index leads to the Pfafran cofactor expansion. Partitioning the order

3 Pfaffian into halves gives the following "mattix" expansion.

I ot,

= Ð "Qù D "Q) \or,r,l.\o,,,,l.lor.,ul
,¿€c3(NÎ) t/€03(Nl)

Ð "0t) Ð o@) leptrvr(r¡.r2v2a¡.r4,31

/¿€c3(Nl) ze c!(N!)

atz dt+
azz az+

cLs4

au atø

azs &za

azí asø

a+s d4a

a6ø

(112a45a46 - a12a46a,gg j a12as6o44

= -a72a45a26 | tl1g{r4eazs - (r1ga'g6o'24 -
! a2ga45a16 - aX a,46o,t6 j a2gag6 0,74

at¿
dz4

as+

afi dta
a2s aza

as6 aga
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7. The Associativity Property.

The proof of the PfafÊan expansion is provided more directly in this section. This is a

combinatorial analysis of the normal ordered set which is aided by the introduction of a

simplifled notation for the definition of the standard sets. Once the Pfaffian expansion is

established the original exposure of the structure of the algebra can be presented. This

is the reverse process to that of the previous section and verifles that (4.6), tahen as a

definition of a product, describes an associative algebra.

The simplified notation for the definition of the standard sets is an extension of the

square bracket notation for the symmetric set:

^9':[1,2r...rn]

where the brackets denote the ordered arrangements of Ni. Important subsets of the

perrnutation set are encounteted if ordering conditions are placed on the labels Ni. We

enclose certain labels with ordinary brackets and allow these to specify the exclusion of

all members of 5" that are not in ascending order, as read, in the indicated positions. For

example, fot p e l(t,2,...,p),p t 1,...,n] then h { pz < ... <

take all permutations otherwise. Of the p! permutations of N{ in ^t"(Ni), only one is

clrosen, so that such a set contains nllpl rnembers.

Tlre following are standard perrnutation sets for 1 ( çt I c11 n.

C;(Ni) : [(1,2,. . .,p),(p I1, . . ., rr)].

PÄn(Ni): [(1,2,...,p),(p+ 1,..., p-t q),(p+ rt* 1,.. .,n)].

Tlre former set has nllpl(n, -p)! mernbers and so is the combination set. The latter set is

the partitioning (into three parts) set since it has nllptql(n- p- q)! members. The main

advantage of using this notation is that each member of any standard set is assigned a

parity and this is necessary for the Pfaffian analysis to follow.
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The definition of the normal ordered set, Nl'(a), involves two ordering conditions

on the labels c¿. The primary ordering is given by ordering the pairs of ø, which may

be written using the previous notation. The secondary ordering condition requires the

introduction of secondary ordering brackets surrounding primary ordering brackets whose

flrst mernbers must be in ascending order. For r consecutive primary sets only one of the

r! orderings is selected, so that tbe (2r)!l(2'r!) members of the normal ordered set are

denoted by

1ü;'(N?') : [((1, 2),(3,4),. . .,(2, - 7,2r))].

This set is composed with the combination set by rleflning

¡rl(Ni) = [((1,2),...,(2, - I,2r)),(2, + L,...,n)],21 1 n.

It is sornetimes necessary to antisymmetrize selected labels. Thus to complete the deflni-

tion of the standald sets we put

¡rl(Ni) : [((1, 2),. . .,(2, - I,2r)),2r { 7,. . .,nf,21 1 n,

and Cfr(Ni) : [1, 2,. . .,p, (p t I,. . .,n)], p < n.

We now proceed with the Pfaffian expansion using the definitions of the PfafÊan and

determinant.

Theorem.

-i"([å],[/.- å])

\orror, ...azn-t znl = t (-1),' t o0r)
tr=o p€Õt*(N1)

t "(')
vec3:-" (NZI)

\"rr,rr "'&rrz^-trtz^|.\orrrr',,av2n-tyz,l.lorr^*ru2tu+r."dr"nrrr-nl (Z,t)

wrrere rrù = (li) - t),, n : fln - l] - r¡

ana [f] : T-(ryø). Wehave0 ( q ( 2lcsinceqspeciflesapartitioningofthePfaffian

of ordel k. To prove (7.1) we take advantage of the previous notation and double the step
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of the summation over /' to put it in a more convenient form. Since [k - ql2]: k+l(ll2l-q,

we can deflne

t = k_ nù_n_21,+r_rlil. (7.2a)

Hence | : Ul2l and I and q have the same parity so I is ideal for the new summation.

Denoting this equivalence modulo two by / - q then we find the sign dependency for /

in (7.1) is easily verified to be /' - l(l - 1)/2. Also eliminating l/ between m and r¿ and

substituting in (7.2a) gives

l:Q-2m:2k-q-2n (7.2b)

and so / ( q and I < 2k - g. Hence we can write the statement of the theorem (7.1) in the

form

t o(p) ap'p,
p€Nf¡ (N?k )

û p"x-, prt"

(-r¡ättt-trto0.ù t "(,)
P€Nå(Ni) veÑfß-e1rvl!,)

min(q,2k- q)

\-
/J

r=q-2Íql2l
slep 2

&lrrl"r...Apz*-tltz*.Avtvz..'&vzn-tvzn.Aþz^+tvzn+, ..'A¡"nrr¡-, (7.3)

wlrere by (7.2b), n'L = (q - t)lz and n - k - (ø + l)lz.

Tlre antisymrnetrization of the labels uzn+rt...,uzp-q given by Ñ?,r-n produces the

lecluired determinant in (7.1) according to the delìnition of the Pfafran,

Proof: The ploof hinges on being able to partition the labels Nlk within lff k(Nfk) into

subsets Nf ald N?lr, producing separate actions on the labels and some composition of

these actions. In the analogous permutation set partitioning, we may write

1I,2,. . .,2k]: [[1,2,. . .,q],lq -l7,. . .,2kll

whereby the antisymmetrization between Nfl and Nffl reduces to signed cornbinations

between these sets.
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Although the normal ordered set partitioning is more complicated than the partition-

ing of the permutation set, we find that the structure, given by (7.3), is easily justif.ed.

In statistical mechani"r[2] , the Pfaffi.an components dprp" denote a connection between

labels p1 and p2 and. the Pfaffian (7.3) describes all unique pairings of the labels Nlk.

The right hand side describes rn connections within NT; t connections within Nffr; and

/ cross-connections between these sets, giving rn + n I I : lc connections for any /.

For any rnernber of ¡f;k(N?k) we define m,n and / as above. Ignoring the secondary

normal ordering, we can swap ordered pairs around so that the / cross-connectilg pairs

occur in tire rniddle of the rn pairs from Nf on the left, and rz pairs from Nlf 1 on the right.

Since the secondary norrnal ordering may be regained by an even parity permutation of

the pairs then we can redeflne lffk(Nlk) in terms of the particular aïrarÌgement N'?*

which is assumed to be correctly ordeled but gives

¡rl*(N'?*) : [((1, 2),. . ., (2* - r,2m), (2m t- r, q * 2n+ 1), . . ., (2* I I, q I 2n I t),

(ø + t, q+ 2),..',(ql2n - I'ctl-2n))1. (7.4)

Tlre change in parity in moving label q l2n i i through N3äI1*, (NåTî" has even

cardinality) for j - 7,2,.. .,1 is

(/ - 1) + (¿ - 2) +'.. * o : t(I - L)12,

giving the correct sign term in (2.3) if the summation is over (7.4).

The process of rearranging the labe1s of the index set, although essentially the same

as reordering the indexed matrix components, allows the normal ordering conditions to

be analysed concisely. The restrictions in (7.a) that are placed on Nf alone are readily

observable in (7.a). The labels belonging to cross-connecting pairs must be in increasing

order, due to the secondary ordering condition. The mixing between these labels and the

remaining 2rn labels is given by combinations Crq-(Nf ). The only remaining condition
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is the normal ordering of Nl- so that the subset Nl satisfies the conditions /fff(Nf ) in

(7.4).

Now consider exchanging a label between Nf and Nff, in (7.4). Ttris can only be

achieved between two non cross-connecting pairs, one frorn each side of the partition, or

between one of these and a cross-connecting pair. The former case increases the value

of / by two, which is already included in (7.3) by taking the surn over all possible val-

ues of /. The latter case merely reflects the combinations Cro-(Nl), discussed above, or

C3:-',N;1,). The conditions on the subset Nff, alone also include normal ordering of

the first 2n labels in any cornbination but the remaining / labels are unconstrained. The

resulting antisymmetrization, along with the normal ordering, is given by I'rfrk-ø(N?\;'¡.

Thus the normal ordered set cornpletely separates into a sum of standard sets applying

to eaclr subset separately. We replace pt¡,,,,pzxin (Z.a) Uy þt¡...¡¡L¡m¡þzm+t¡rlzn+r,¡,,,

...¡l-rzrn+t¡uzn+r¡ur,,...,r/2n. Then the summation over /[f k(N'?*) 
-uy be replaced by

summations over / (with parity change) and over p € ¡'rå(Nl) and u e ñ2k-q(N?lr).

This completes the proof of the theorem in the form (2.3).

The introduction of the set notation has sirnplifled the discusion of the preceeding

proof by allowing the ulderlying sets to be manipulated rather than the indices of the

tensors. A further example of this technique is given by deriving the properties of the

metric Pfaffian T.¿ri"...iu. By the properties of the nolmal ordered set we find that this

tensot is symmetric with respect to cyclic permutations of the indices. We have

Tioiti"...in-, : D o0.t)g¿*r,irzr.' ., gì.,"r-, iro
P€N'

wlrere 1/' = [((0,1),(2,3), . . ,,(k - 2,k - 1))] and label k has been identified with zero so

that the ordering conditions are not violated. Now, the expansion remains the sarne if

we clrange labels and mapping such that p1 and ¡t2 ate swapped and 1[' is replaced by

[((7,k),(2,3),... ,,(k -2,k - 1))]. But this set is given by even perrnutatior.Ls from (2.7a)
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and grrr, is symmetric. Hence Ti*ôri"...ir-, = Tij,z...i*. Similarly t((k - Lrk),(k - 3,k -
2), . . ., (3,4),(1, Z))] is an even permutation of lff (Nf ) so that Tir¿,...¿r : Tiri*-t..,izàt.

These are the properties of the trace operation for the Dirac matrices [161. For the

sake of brevity in the following anaþsis, the Pfaffian expansion for the metric Pfaffi,an is

written in the following notation:

rnln(rt ,k¡rt-r)
Ti,,i,2...i,¡: I (-1)" t o(p) t "(r)rt=o ø€Ci1",_¡,¡(Ni) ,eclloir,_,,¡_,,;(N?îr)

. (r' - l' r2l' + r - 2rt,,h - (, - r') - l'l w

where rt : lr f 2l and

(m, l, nl r, : Ti rr...i r"^Ti,r...iuro 9à rr^+, i,zn+t r, . . t 9i rr**, irr.*, (7.5)

Result (a.9) is now used to evaluate the structure of the product of two versors. This

is presented in the following lemma and is one half of the associativity property of the

Clifford product.

Lemma.

("¿r"¿r. . . €i" )(ei,*r"¿,*r. . .ei,*" )

t;] lll min(r-zm,s-zn)

Ðt t 1-t¡àr(z'-t-t) t o0ù
rn=O n=0 l=0 p€P;_,r(Ni)

D "Q)
v€Pr'",r(NlÏi)

, (*rlrn) ¡r, ellrr**rqr,...,i*,1 A e[iy2n+r+1 ,,..,i,"1 (7.6)

where (m,l,nl* is defined by (7.5).

Proof: This is a straight forward substitution of (a.6) for the bracketed versors to obtain
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the Clifford product of polyvectors. These are then evaluated using (4.9)

(.0, . . .e¿,)(e¿,*, . . .e¿,*,)

/1, lzl

lå t o(p) T¿rrirr,..i*z*eli*r^+r,...,it,,j

l" /zl

t t o(u)T¿,r¿,r...i,"oeli,z,+t,...,i,"1
n=o /€C;,(N;Ti)

/.¿€Cå-(Ni)

n(r-2m,s-2n)

l=0

lr/zlls/zltt t "Q')m=O n=o /r€C;_(Ni)

lr /21 ls /21tt t "o')m=O n=O þ,eoi^(Ni)

(-' t

D o(')
v€c;,(N;li)

.Ti rri r"...i r"^Ti,rô u"...i,zn êli pz^+t ,.., ,i r,l êli"z* +, ,...,i, "l

t o(u)T¿rriur...ir"^Ti,ri,r...i,"o
/€cå,(N;Tï)

(_r;ä'fz1'-2m)-t-L) t "0",)
¡t, eci-2^ (Ni*¡r)

t o("')
v'ec;-2"(Niïå,*r)

t o(') 1,,*r*+1...¿,r+s
v€Pr',,r (N;Ti)

ln,'r\t" v
', 9 i r r, 0,,¡l 

"ro r r, *r,...,i 
* 

rr,- - "^l 
A e[i,,,*r,.,',0.,, 

- ])

The partitioning of Nf-*, given by p' may be included in p by changing Cí-(Ni)

into Pi^,¿(Ni) thus eliminating the need for the summation over ¡,t' along with its sign

factor. Similarly

t
c3

D o('') f r,,r,,,r,," _".
v' €cí-2* (Nilå,*, )

Under this substitution the last term becomes

Eli rr^ *, *r,,,,,i r,1 A eli,2n 
+r +7,...,i, "l

thus giving the desired result. We can now proceed with the theorem on associativity

whele it is required to prove that an (r f s)-versor can be written in the form of (7.6).

"(")
"(N;ïì)

v€
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Theorem.

("¿r"¿r. . .€¿,+" ) = ("nr"¿". . .e¿,)(e¿,* rêi,+r. . .ei,+,)

Proof: We consider all (r * s - 2lc) valence polyvectors.

D o(p) \g¿r, ipz) . . . , gio"o-, ior*l e¡ioro*r,,..,ör,¡"1

p€c;ß+'(Nl+")

(7.7)

(7.8)

wlrere 0 < k < [(r + ")12]. 
The right hand side terms of (7.7) containing polyvectors of

valence r + s - 2k arc given by (7.6) in terms of (m,I,n)p, such that m I n t I = k.

To verify that these terms reduce to (7.8) we consider the two cases k ( min(r, s) and

k > min(r, s) separately:

li) 0 < k ( minlr.sl

Consider all terms with n : 0. The upper bound on rn is k if k < [r/2] while the restriction

on / gives I : lc - m 1 r - 2m,implying that m 1 r - k which applies for k > lrl2).

Hence the upper bound on m is rnr : min(k,r-lc) which is achieved for all k since n:0.

Similarly, the upper bound for n in terms containing l0,l,n)r, is n1 : min(k,"-k) which

is achieved (since m:0) in (7.6). The respective cases m = 0 and n:0 form two series

wlriclr slrare a common- lower bound: (0r1,0)þr. Since k ( min(r,s) then / achieves its

maximum value in this term.

The two series

Tnl

D
m=O

(*,k - m,o) t", and D (0, k - n,nl *
fL7

(7.e)
n=7

correspond to all the edge points on two sides of the triangular plane given by mInIl = lc

in (m,n,l) space. A new point of this plane, lç : mt + n' + lt can be found by setting

n'Lt=TnII,n'-n*1andlt=I-2. Itisobviousthata1lpointsofthisplanesatisfying

the constraints

01mt a l;] ,01nt a l;] ,011(min(r -2*',s-2nt) and mt+n'+lt:tc
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can be generated inductively in this way. The constraint f > 0 gives the

triangle it (m,n, /) space and thus (7.9) is extended to

I k-^t1 I h-nt1
mt LTJ 'Ìr1 L-T-l

t t (*'+u,k-m'-2u,"1r,+Ð t (r,t -n'-2u,n'+rlt",. (7.10)
mt=O u=O ¡tt =7 ø=0

These (m,Irnl* terms satisfy the previous constraints. For example nxt + u SlrlZl

slnce

rn' + u 1*, +l+) r {r![\fu2ti)i!,t,t,t, iilÍv,"]'
and similarly ,u ( lrl2l, nt + a Sl"lZ) and z SlslZ)

Tlre two series in (7.10) are united by deflning, with I = lc - 2u - lpl,

l5'lÐ t "o'')u=o p'€cj¿o+o)(Nf+o)

t!+"1D Ð "o'')u=o ø,e cjjolNf +n¡

t o(ut) (u t p,l,u) ¡",,,,, ,

(n),,: "'ec*;'(Nl-')

forp)0;

(7.1 1)

forp(0,t o(u') (u,l,u - p) ¡"*,,,,,
"' ec!¿o_,r{N!-o)

D o(") (p) ,, "[ir**o*, ,...,ir,f A €[i,o-o*, ,...,i,"1 (7 '12)
z€cf -o(Ni)

so tlrat all polyvectors of valence (r + r - 2k) in (7.6) can be written as

mtt t "o')p=-""t ø€c[*r(Ni)

where p,rt aîdu,r denoteindices Fuiandu¿for þ¿andljrespectivelyin(7.5)thusgiving

the recluired partitionings in (7.6).

The component basis vectors are partitioned, r - k - p of them with indices e¡ where

/ € Ni and s - k 1p indices zi for i e N;1;. The maximum value ofTr gives r - lc - p = 0

fork) lrl2lor s-k+p = sfor k <lrl2]whichistheextremecaseof partitioningwhereby

maximal index labels belong to Nilf within the polyvector. Similarly, the other extreme

of maximal index labels belonging to Ni is given by p : -n. Thus the summation over p

in (7.I2) gives all possible partitions of the polyvectors of valence (" + r -2k) in (7.6).
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The statement of the theorem has been reduced to the equivalence of (7 .72) and (7.8).

But since (7.12) is the partitioning of the polyvector in (7.8) then we require only that

\n)r, gir. the partitioning of the metric Pfaffian in (7.8). Flom (7,11) we have

l";'l
(n) r,: t

u=O
t o(p') t o(ut) (-1.)\I(zr-t-t) (*,1,n1r,,,,, (7.13)

u'eclj'1Nl+o1 r'ec!;'1N!-'¡

where l: lc-2"-lpl)rn: ulpor z and n: u,or u-p for p) 0 orp ( 0, respectively.

\Mriting u : lry) - ,u! = [f], then the identity o: lry) - lry), for lpl ( k, is used

to find

*:lryl -"'oa,'=l k+p
2 -P-I', lplsn

Also / - k - nt- n so defining rt: k +p then l:2lt+ q-2lll - 21"
2lt + 1,,

if q even;
if q odd.

Hence lt(zr - / - 1) - -l', if g even;

-Itlr-I, if qodd.

t "0"')
u' eclrn, _r,r(N1)

Letting ,t' : lql2] and substituting // for z in (7.13) gives

min(q/,k1q'-q)
(P) r,: t t o('')

,' €.c][o _- 
n 

n, _,, ) 
( N?ß - n 

)

(-1¡t'-øi'-t) (n, - 1,,21, + q - 2q,,k - (rt - rt) - l,) r,,,,, . (7.14)

This expression is a metric Pfafran for the disjoint index label sets ¡,t, and u. It

contains an extra sign determined by the number of exchanges in moving labels N[+o

through N;If-". If we set r : Q = k ¡ p thenryIf-" = N?1, so that tl.Le index label set

in (7.1a) becornes non-disjoint. Thus (7.L4) takes any particular combinationin (7.8) and

gives the recluired Pfafian expansion. We now proceed to the second case.

(ii) min(r,") < k < l+']
W.l.o.g. select r ) s then s < lc ( r. We find only one of the series in (7.9) exists for if

m:0 in (7.6) then the maximum va.lue of kis fu = ntt/1:ls12)f min(r, s-2lslZl):

I':O
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s - ls l2l ( s. But this is the contradiction ,t < s so that m I 0 in this case and we need

only consider the series f frl 
^o 

(*,le - m,0) rr.

The lower bound rn6 is given by the maximum l:

{
zno : lc - \ -- k - min(r - 2ms,s) =

r-k, if2ms2r-s;
le - ", if.2ms 1r - s.

The f.rst value of nzs is inconsistent since it gives a negative maximum va,lue of l, \ :

min(2k - r, s) ( 0, for r )_ 2lc. Hence mo = k - s.

The upper bound, rn1 satisfies the same constraints as for case (i), so we again have

nzr = min(lc,r - k). This limit again maximizes the valence of that part of the (r * s -2k)

valence polyvector that lies in the subspace containing e¿¡, j € ry+Í. The lower limit

-nL: msin(7.72) has the whole polyvector within the subspace containing ei¡, i e Ni.

Thus we have a partitioning of the polyvector in (7.8) along with a partitioning of the

combinations of metric Pfaffi.ans shown previously to be given lry (pl r,.

Thus for any lc, (7.72) and (7.14), derived from the right hand side of (7.7), deflne a

complete partitioning of (7.8). Finally performing the summation over all k reproduces

the statement of the theorem.
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